





SCPRAI AFTER INVESTIGATION RULES

(1)
All photos must be uploaded to the photobucket account within 48 hours of the investigation.   http://www.photobucket.com (sign in is SCPRAI  pass is letmein)

The Lead will make the folder for the investigation.  You need to click on that folder, then add a new folder with your name on it.  Once you do that, the page will open so you can upload your photos into your folder.  They automatically save, so you can just upload and go.

 (2)
All possible evps/video clips must be turned into the team lead within 4 days of the investigation.

Please don't send in ticks or clunks or bangs if there is even a remote chance it was an investigator or two pieces of equipment banging together.  We want CLASS A evps only.. This means it must be clear to understand.  IF you think a bang or bump or whatever is relevant to the investigation, feel free to send it along.. (i.e. you know the clients were hearing something similar, etc.)

(3)
Your full report must be into the system within 48 hours of the investigation.
http://www.scprai.org/paradb (sign in is your 1st name, pass is your last, all lower case)

We want YOUR perspective of what happened.  What did you see?  What did you capture on film, on evp on the emf meter?  Don't tell us what your partner did, or got.. Just your experience.  If you have a personal experience that is backed up by your partner, or by a piece of evidence, then you can mention it.. otherwise personal feelings cannot be used as evidence.. They can be discussed with the team, but do not have a place in reports.  This rule also counts for use of dowsing rods.  There are only 2 people that are experienced enough with the rods to even think of using them in a report, and we will only put them in if we have another piece of equipment to back our findings up.

(4)
You must stay in touch with your lead for that investigation until the case is closed by that lead

This means you should be available by phone or email within 24 hours if the lead contacts you for more information on the case.  This is now MANDATORY.  If you can't be available after the investigation for at least 4-5 days, don't take the case.  We will understand if something comes up that keeps you from answering (family issues, etc..) work issues will not be excused because work is an everyday part of life.  If you think your job will cause a problem with review.. don't take the case.



